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Looking Forward 
with Congregation Beth Shalom 
by Shari Dym, Executive Director  
 
Spring has Sprung 

Grass has Riz 

But where oh where 
the Flowers is  

O 
ne of my 
favorite 
little ditties 
from my 

childhood and I cannot 
get it out of my head. 
Yesterday I spent two 
hours in the gardens 
and on the grounds of Congregation Beth Shalom 
planning the spring plantings. I could not get over the 
flowers pushing their way up through the soil. It 
brought me such a feeling of joy and hope that we are 
soon to emerge from this last year of the pandemic and 
bloom into a better world.  

By the time you read this, I will have had my second 
vaccination. My family will have had our Passover 
Seder with our family members together. CBS will 
have held our first lifecycle event in over a year with 
the wedding of Cindy Goldstein and Jonathan Jaffe.   
Our Pandemic Response Task Force is currently 
finalizing the parameters to be able to start to return to 
services in the building. Our Technical Task Force is 
verifying that we will be ready to move to “hybrid” 
services, so that those who are not ready to return to 
the building may continue to participate from home. 
Our volunteers and staff are working diligently to get 
the building sparkling clean and ready to welcome you 
back. 

We continue to move forward with ShulCloud. This 
allows congregants to sign in and decide what 
information they want to share in the membership 
directory. You now have the ability to make donations 
and payments online. We will be sending statements 
via ShulCloud for the first time. (Watch your emails.) 
Also, please remember to go to the home page and 
click on the correct tile to get to the Zoom link that you 
need for services and events. It will take all of us a 
little time to get accustomed to these new tools. The 
CBS staff continues to be here to help guide you 
through any of your questions on ShulCloud.  

April has me looking forward to all the wonderful 
things that we have coming up at CBS. But the day that 
I will treasure the most, is the day I welcome you all 
back into our building with safe and meaningful 
programming and services. With two Bat Mitzvah 
celebrations this month, we are well on our way. Mazel 
Tov to Madyn Levin and Charlottte Kass!  Forward! 

AND THE FESTIVAL CONTINUES 

Thursday, April 1, 7:30am 
Fifth Day of Chol HaMoed Passover 

Omer 5 at Night 
 

Friday, April 2, 7:30am 
Sixth Day of Chol HaMoed Passover 

8:00pm – Friday night Shabbat Services 
Omer 6 at Night 

 
Saturday, April 3, 9:30am 

Seventh Day of Yom Tov Passover and Shabbat  
Song of Songs 

Omer 7 at Night 
 

Sunday, April 4, 9:00am - Eighth Day 
Yom Tov Passover 
Yizkor is Recited 

 
And don’t forget… keep counting the Omer. 

 
Shavuot 

Sunday, May 16 - Tikkun Lyel Shavuot 
Monday, May 17 - Day 1 
Tuesday, May 18 - Day 2 

(Yizkor will be recited on Day 2  
when a minyan is achieved.) 
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S E C O N D  F R I D A Y  
S P E A K E R  S E R I E S  

On Friday April 9 we will have guest 
speaker Judy Winters during our 2nd 
Friday Shabbat service. 
 
Judy Winters is from Osher’s Eco-Team 
She will be focusing on how we can all 
work to lower our Carbon Footprint. 
 
Come hear about how Ms. Winter is 
doing her part to “Repair the World” 
and learn how you might help.  

 
Friday, April 9 
8:00pm 
Second Friday 
Shabbat via Zoom 
https://bit.ly/3jNqvFK 
Meeting ID: 543 036 026 
Password: 663618 
 

Free and open to the public. 
 

Upcoming Speakers: 
May 14: Harry Shur, Tennis Rocks, Tutoring, 
and Music Association, will share more about 
this program to provide an opportunity for our 
inner-city youth and families to fulfill their 
maximum potential academically, socially and 
physically through music and sport. 
   
For more info on Tikkun Olam  
at Congregation Beth Shalom, 
contact the synagogue office, 
302.654.4462. 
 
 
 
 

Reducing Our  

Carbon Footprint… 

Helpful Ideas from 

Osher’s Eco-Team 
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Yom Ha’atzma’ut: Israeli Independence Day 
(Thursday, April 15 (3 Iyyar 5781) @ 7:30am)  
by Rabbi Michael Beals, Spiritual Leader 
 

C 
ongregation Beth Shalom will be celebrating Israel’s 73rd birthday 
during Morning Minyan on Thursday, April 15, at 7:30am with a 
Torah reading, Hallel, special readings, and the hope that all attendees 
will wear blue and white that morning – Israel’s national colors.  This 

would be the right day to donate to an Israel-based/Israel advocacy organization 
of your choosing.   
 
I am indebted to my colleague and friend, Rabbi Jeremy Winaker, for his 
astute presentation of the Shalom Hartman Institute’s I-Engage program last 
month.  Of all the many exciting things he shared, one really stayed with me:   
 

CELEBRATING ISRAEL’S BEING  
VERSUS  

CELEBRATING ISRAEL’S BECOMING.  
 
These are two very different ideas – both worth celebrating, but perhaps with a 
different emphasis than we find today in our Jewish community.  
 
Celebrating Israel’s BEING – means celebrating Israel’s very existence.  As you may have heard time and again, had 
there been an Israel in the years 1939-1945, then at a time when the world didn’t want to bother with Europe’s 
endangered Jews, Israel could have provided them with a home.  For those who celebrate Israel’s BEING, anything 
that threatens Israel, be it existentially, like Iran’s potential nuclear program, or its legitimacy, as threatened with the 
BDS movement, or assertions that Israel is an “apartheid state” because of its treatment of the Palestinians – must be 
confronted.  Celebrating Israel’s BEING can lead us to very conservative positions about Israel where we would 
otherwise be more nuanced or even on the more progressive side of an issue.  AIPAC, with its clear and concise 
agenda, keeping the US and Israel close, ensuring America’s Annual Foreign Aid to Israel, limiting Iran’s nuclear 
capacity, and insisting that Israelis and Palestinians must work together without outside interference to find peace -- is 
at the heart of celebrating Israel’s BEING. The problem, of course, is that this position does not really allow for any 
debate or challenging of Israeli policies because such questioning is seen as an existential challenge to Israel.  In terms 
of Zionism, celebrating Israel’s BEING means Jews should live in their own country, which should be treated just like 
any other country - NORMALCY.  
 
Celebrating Israel’s BECOMING --- means celebrating everything Israel COULD BE.  It means just as we call the 
United States the “Great American Experiment,” a work in progress, we look at Israel the same way – the “Great 
Experiment of the Jewish people.”  Israel answers the proposition what would it look like if Jewish people were given 
sovereignty to apply its ethics and values, as articulated in the Tanakh (Hebrew scriptures), the Talmud, and two-
thousand years of Jewish philosophy and rabbinical knowledge.   Much of this aspiration is found in Israel’s 
Declaration of Independence, which articulates not only Jewish history leading to the founding of the state, but also, 
what type of Jewish state David Ben Gurion and his comrades hoped to create.  The document is very aspirational.  
Celebrating Israel’s BECOMING allows for criticism of Israeli policy, allows Jews both in the Diaspora and within 
Israel to work together to help Israel become MORE than she is today.  A celebration of Israel’s BECOMING looks at 
Israel Advocacy groups, like JStreet NOT as a threat to be silenced or side-lined, but rather as a valuable ally to help 
Israel realize her best potential as an OR L’GOYIM, a light unto the nations. Celebrating Israel’s BECOMING means 
embracing Israel, NOT as a country like any other country, but rather Jewish exceptionalism – a state that decides 
polices based on moral precepts, NOT political expediency.  
 
As we prepare to celebrate Israel’s 73rd birthday, I am appealing for a BALANCE between those of us celebrating 
Israel’s BECOMING and those of celebrating Israel’s BEING.  For those of us who are overly critical of Israel’s 
policies, who overfocus on the Palestinian situation, or anti-Netanyahu positions, take a moment to refocus on the 
miracle that is Israel’s existence, and how blessed we are to have a State of Israel in our lives.  Perhaps it’s time for 

(Continued on next page ) 
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these critics to balance Israel’s trespasses with the 
trespasses of other countries which, in many cases, are 
far worse than anything Israel has ever done.  And for 
these critics it is time to stress all the many ethical things 
Israel has gotten right in its very short existence, with 
plenty of time to grow and be better.  
 
And for those of us who silence any criticism of Israel 
and desire to silence the critics themselves, perhaps we 
need to focus NOT only on Israel’s SURVIVAL but 
ALSO Israel’s FLOURISHING.  And by “flourishing” 
we don’t only mean the material found in the book “Start 
Up Nation.”  But flourishing also means how do Israelis 
and the Israeli government treat those NOT in power.  
As the Torah states thirty-six times, “Remember the 
stranger (the marginalized) because YOU were strangers 
unto Pharaoh in Egypt.” We need to live in a JStreet-
AIPAC world – where ALL of Israel’s needs are seen to  
-- existential and ethical.  
 
Chag Sameach!!  

(Continued from page 5) 

Related article and additional 
details on Page 21 

DON’T FORGET… 

1. April has 30 days! 

2. Taxes are normally due on April 15th 
(extended this year due to COVID…) 

3. Send your articles for the May 2021 edi-
tion  by April 9th (the 10th is Shabbat…) 
to: kolshalom@cbswilmde.org!  Thanks!  
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May Kol Shalom 
 

Articles due by April 9, 2021 
Send your submissions to: kolshalom@cbswilmde.org 

 

(article guidelines and word limits are now posted on our website) 

A Ray of Light in Dark Times 
by Cantor Elisa Abrams Cohn, Cantor/Director of Education 
 

L 
ittle did we know that within a quick blink of an eye, our lives would 
change drastically due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. Who would have 
ever thought that we would be wearing masks, ordering groceries 
online, and struggling to find hand sanitizer and basic items like toilet 

paper? If someone had told me this in 2019, I would have laughed at such a 
seemingly ridiculous possibility! 
 
As the Director of Education at Congregation Beth Shalom, I am privileged that I 
get to see, first hand, the incredible work of our teaching team, and this year I’ve 
been especially moved and energized by our team’s dedication under challenging 
pandemic circumstances.  
 
This year, our teaching team was able to move our entire Hebrew School and 
Shalom Corps online within about a week. Our teachers and ozrim were able to 
make this transition seamlessly through training, professional development 
opportunities, and networking opportunities with other Jewish educators around 
the world. In fact, our teachers worked with me to create an online learning 
handbook to help guide our teaching this year. Our Vice President of Education 
and Youth Engagement, Jerry Simonowits, has worked countless hours serving as tech specialist, support, and 
security to our entire team. He has been a pillar of support and model of humanity and kindness through this journey! 
Ariel Wallace, our Hebrew School Administrator, has kept us organized and supported us through her diligence and 
strong work ethic! 
 
Moving Hebrew School online has meant employing programs such as Zoom for classes, including breakout rooms 
for individualized attention and Hebrew tutoring, and Class Dojo to keep parents and students engaged. We 
completely revamped the Tefillah (prayer) experience to focus more on spirituality and joyous relationships with the 
myriad of themes in the siddur, guitar-led music sessions, online games, schoolwide holiday programs, musical 
Havdalah parties, social hang-outs, tikkun-olam (repairing the world) opportunities, and family education 
experiences.  
 
Our Ozrim, teen teaching assistants, have worked with me to completely redesign their leadership role within our 
Hebrew School. Not only do they serve as technological assistants for our teachers, they are teaching lessons 
alongside their teachers, leading Hebrew tutoring breakout groups, assisting with classroom management, and 
creating monthly digital bulletin boards and themed videos which are sent to the the Hebrew School each month and 
posted on the Hebrew School’s Facebook page.  
 
Although for many schools the pandemic has resulted in dramatically decreased enrollment numbers, our enrollment 
numbers have actually increased this year. Not only that, the overwhelming feedback from our Hebrew School 
families has been that our students are so happy to be attending online Hebrew School and, despite the challenges that 
have come with this new lifestyle, students seem to be feeling quite positive about their Jewish educational and social 
experiences in the CBS Hebrew School.  
 
No one knows what the future will hold. Will we be back in-person for the 5782 school year? Will we be online? Will 
we create a hybrid program that will incorporate both in person and online learning? Two things are certain: 1) I am 
incredibly proud of the work of our CBS teaching team! They have made the sweetest lemonade out of lemons!  
2) We are fully equipped and excited to be providing a top notch Jewish education to our children and teens whether 
we continue with online learning or return to the classroom in person!  
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From the Sisterhood 

THANK YOU! 

Thank you to the following who helped with the Mishloach Manot fundraiser.  

• To Tom Felder for assistance with Happy Purim. 

• To Jeff Ledger for preparing the congregant scrolls from Happy Purim and  
Bag distribution. 

• To Shari Walter for Happy Purim Kol Shalom Ad and Computer Assistance. 

• To Sherry Olicker and Beth Ledger for MM Bag planning and assembly.  

• To Allan Tocker and Mike Glazier for their extra help unloading boxes of our Mishloach Manot Bags. 

• To Jeannie Winnick for Legacy note and organizing lists. 

• To Amie Baker, Hershey Schloss, Sherry Olicker, Hayim Weiss, Beth Ledger for distributing the bags 
during the pickup during a down pour!  

• To Karen Moss, Judy Zucker, Elaine Schmerling, Hershey Schloss, Shulamith Shafer, Stacey Colton, and 
Beth Ledger for delivering Mishloach Manot Bags. 

• To Shari Dym for assisting in providing member lists and for her assistance and hospitality of hot drinks 
for volunteers during the pickup. 

• To Lori Beth Levin and James Jung for all their assistance before and after the event! 

_____________________________ 

• To Meri and Hayim Weiss, the Weile Family, Jessica Imber, Dennis Schnee, the Dym Family, Shira 
Beals, and all who helped make the CARnival a successful and a fun event. 

_____________________________ 

• To all the women who participated in both Friday and Saturday’s Sisterhood Shabbat Services and to 
Jessica Imber, Carol Einhorn, and Meri Weiss for running them. 

• To Elaine Schmerling for handling sign ups.   

• To Stacey Baron Colton for her uplifting and creative d’var Torah. 

_____________________________ 

• To Jessica Imber, Pam-Sue Schwartz, and Meri Weiss for planning and running the lovely event of 
Bringing Order to the Seder 2021 Style-Passover Event. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

It brings great joy to Sisterhood to have so many wonderful volunteers!!!! 

Don't miss ordering your copy of the 

SISTERHOOD COOKBOOK 2021 
 

WATCH FOR ORDERING INFORMATION 
 

Lots of wonderful Recipes submitted by Congregants and friends 
Commemorative page of Sisterhood Past Presidents 

 

Contains recipes of  Family, Jewish Holidays, Kugels, Entrees, Side Dishes, Soups and Salads, 
Scrumptious Desserts, Appetizers, Brunch and More 

 

Questions contact: Beth Ledger or Jeannie Winnick 
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W 
e become members of a synagogue to 
connect with our Judaism, feed our 
spirituality, and associate with 
community.  Attending services 

(virtually -- for now) and observing holidays reward 
our spiritual side.  But finding community and 
connection means reaching out and being involved.  
It is the connecting to community, the knotting of 
souls, otherwise known as Kesher, that gives us the 
feeling of community we seek.  Kesher is the theme 
of engagement for 5781 that is woven through all 
programming and member engagement at 
Congregation Beth Shalom (CBS) 
this year.   
 
Tikkun Olam is a Jewish 
concept defined by acts 
of kindness toward 
others, with the goal 
of assisting in 
repairing the world. 
The common goal 
of giving back 
creates 
meaningful 
opportunities to 
connect souls and 
build community.  
The Tikkun Olam 
Committee at CBS 
was formed in 2014 
to focus attention on 
those in need. Building 
associations within our 
community and with 
interfaith partners on projects 
that benefited those in need, has 
fed the desire for Kesher while 
creating meaningful projects in partnership.  
 
The committee meets monthly to review ongoing 
and upcoming projects. A screening tool is used to 
objectively decide which projects to implement, 
focusing on 10 areas that include: upholding Jewish 
values, time commitment, skill set required, and 
value to our interfaith partnerships.  
 
Businesses, families, and our health care system 
have suffered due to the Pandemic during the past 
year.  The committee has had to face the question, 
“How do you help people when you can’t even stand 

within six feet of someone?”  The result has meant 
that many of the Tikkun Olam Committee’s ongoing 
projects were put on hold or modified. Volunteers 
were unable to visit with families experiencing 
homelessness or serve hot meals at Emmanuel 
Dining Room. The Peace Drums Band from Israel 
had to cancel its trip. 
 
In March 2020, at the beginning of the “Stay-at-
Home” order due to COVID-19, creativity answered 
the challenge.  Zoom meetings replaced scheduled, 

in-person, monthly meetings.  
Community needs were reviewed, 

and committee members 
uncovered innovative 

methods to meet them.  
Volunteers had been in 

the middle of a 
collection of clothes 
and medical supplies 
for Syrian refugees 
in partnership with 
Westminster Pres- 
byterian Church 
and Narenj Tree 
Foundation.  Due 
to the virus and 
health concerns, 
the drop-off plan 

was put on hold and 
replaced with a 

suitcase drive for 
children in foster care.  

Communications went 
out to synagogue members 

and the greater community, 
for volunteers and donations.  The 

response was great.  Volunteers 
agreed to collect suitcases and over 200 

suitcases were collected by the end of September. 
 

C 
OVID-19 also meant that the Emmanuel 
Dining Room is unable to offer dine-in 
services to the neediest in the community.  
In response, the Tikkun Olam Committee 

is providing individually wrapped home-baked 
desserts along with other foods in takeout 
containers.   
 

(Continued on next page) 

Acts of Kindness Toward Others 
by Stacey Friedland, Tikkun Olam Committee Chair 
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The pandemic forced changes and fostered new 
partnerships.  One that developed was with the 
Evergreen Waste Company in partnership with the 
Food Bank of Delaware.  Another joint effort 
resulted in the successful collection of over 400 
winter coats of all sizes that were immediately 
distributed to local, disadvantaged, families through 
the food pantry at Hanover Presbyterian Church.  
 
The Tikkun Olam Committee’s creativity has 
manifested in two successful synagogue membership 
drive-by-and-drop-off food collections.  The first 
took place during the High Holy Days last fall, and 
again during Purim in partnership with the 
synagogue’s Sisterhood, in February 2021.  
Congregants responded to the organized drives with 
plentiful donations delivered by car at scheduled 
times throughout the event dates. This food was 
donated to the Hanover Food Pantry.  
 
Recently, a collection bin has been placed in the 
vestibule of CBS, between the two sets of glass 
doors for the collection of magazines in all interest 
areas.  The magazines are being collected on behalf 
of a local psychiatric facility looking to supply its 

(Continued from preceding page) patients with reading materials.  The community is 
invited to avoid the recycling bin and drop  
magazines off for others to enjoy. 
 
To learn more about Tikkun Olam’s efforts 
happening in our community, join us for the 2nd 
Friday Shabbat Speaker Series.  Services begin at 
8:00pm via Zoom, each month.  During the Kabbalat 
Shabbat service, the Tikkun Olam Committee 
introduces a speaker who is making a difference in 
Wilmington to “Repair the World”.  On March 12, 
DeWitt Smith, from Emmanuel Dining Room, 
shared his personal story and told us about his work. 
This month Judy Winters from OSHER’s Eco-Team 
will talk with us about how to lower our Carbon 
Footprint.  May’s speaker is Harry Shur, founder of 
Tennis Rocks, to tell us about his innovative Tennis 
and Tutoring program in the city of Wilmington. 
 
While the CBS building remains closed for in-
person services and events at this time, the Tikkun 
Olam committee will continue to find ways to serve 
the community. 
 
Learn more on our website:  
https://www.cbswilmde.org/tikkunolam 

And Speaking of Tikkun Olam Opportunities… 

Donations of INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED (or BAGGED) homemade BAKED GOODS for the Emmanuel 

Dining Hall are welcomed for the upcoming April 7th date.  There is a donation bag inside the CBS 

vestibule (between the two sets of glass doors) for drop-off by 10am on Tuesday, April 6.  (Items do not 

need to be Kosher for Passover.) 

 

We are still collecting MAGAZINES, PUZZLE BOOKS, ADULT-AGE 

COLORING BOOKS, and CRAYONS for donation to a local psychiatric 

facility, on behalf of their patients. They are bringing great joy and 

happiness to the patients. Please remove all labels and staples from 

magazines. There is a designated donation bin located inside the CBS 

vestibule (between the two sets of glass doors), available during 

synagogue office hours. 

 

For more details e-mail: tikkunolam@cbswilmde.org.  

Volunteer inquiries are always welcome! 
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4/1  Raichel Barzilay, Sandye Turnauer 

4/2  Stuart Felzer 

4/3  Edward Goldenberg, Faith Silver 

4/4  Tom Felder, Meryl Gardner 

4/5  Felicia Tannenbaum 

4/7  Jason Stiebel 

4/8  Jeff Ledger, Elias Mamberg, Steven Paikin 

4/9  Lynda Kaufman, Sid Liebesman, Brooke Logiovino 

4/10  Esther Entel, Jonathan Falco 

4/12  Regina Alonzo, Diane Berger, Mark Goldman, Barry Schnoll 

4/13  Matt Erbeck, Terry Moore 

4/14  Elizabeth Blumberg, Alan Fink 

4/15  Phyliss Katz, Martin Lessner 

4/16  Samuel Blumberg, Robert Hronsky, Leonard Kahn, Peter Popper, Arlene Wilson 

4/18  Michael Bank, Mindye Hughes 

4/19  Kathy Bloom 

4/20  Rachel Bronsther, Carolyn Hockstein, Paul Silver 

4/21  Richard Derman, Joshua Sachs 

4/23  Jerome Nachlis, Judith Zucker 

4/24  Martin Glick, Laura Rubin 

4/25  Carol Brown, Susan Rosen 

4/26  Rick Alexander, Cantor Elisa Cohn, Harriet Harowitz 

4/27  Gary Harad, Ruth Hochheiser, David Ross 

4/28  Anna Moss, Diane Wolf 

4/30  Helen Schutzman, Hayim Weiss 

4/1  Kara & Bradley Haines, Briana & Gabriel Kopin 

4/4  Betty & Barry Diznoff 

4/5  Suzanne & Peter Burcat 

4/6  Anna & David Goldman 

4/7  Maris & Michael Laurence 

4/8  Estelle & Martin Glick 

4/13  Momilani & Stanley Budner 

4/14  Louise & Michael Bank 

4/18  Jessica & Andrew Rosen 

4/20  Janet & Abraham Bailis 

4/24  Andrea & Steven Saltzman 

4/29  Joyce & Charles Kaufmann 

4/30  Debra Silverman & Jeffrey Rubin 
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DON’T FORGET 

www.bethshalomwilmington.org 

IS NOW 

www.cbswilmde.org 

WITH THIS CHANGE YOU WILL NOW BE ABLE TO: 

• PAY YOUR DUES ONLINE • REGISTER FOR EXCLUSIVE MEMBER EVENTS & PROGRAMS   

• ACCESS YOUR MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY • UPDATE YOUR MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION  

• MAKE DONATIONS • DOWNLOAD MEMBER-ONLY CONTENT • AND A LOT MORE!!! 

www.cbswilmde.org 
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April 1, 2021 (19 Nissan 5781) 
Reba Barkan* 
Dora Dukart 
Morris Greenwald* 
Mary Jacobson* 
Mary Lebowitz* 
David Sklut 
Karl Weiner 
Louise Yalisove 
Fannie Zallea* 
 
April 2, 2021 (20 Nissan 5781 
Mildred Aaron 
Joseph Barkan* 
Betty Finklestein 
Louis Greenberg* 
Arnold Nachlis* 
 
April 3, 2021 (21 Nissan 5781) 
Jack Alan Davis 
Ethel Meiner 
Katherine Miller* 
Shlomoh Sachs 
Leonard Schwartz 
Morrie Weiler 
 
April 4, 2021 (22 Nissan 5781)  
Rubin Aaron 
Ida Antiles 
Sidney Brodsky* 
Marvin Grossman 
Annette Kellem 
Rose Lieberman* 
 
April 5, 2021 (23 Nissan 5781)
Morris Brodsky 
Jacob Noah Leibowitz* 
Irving Rosen 
Helen Schloss 
Claire Willey 
 
April 6, 2021 (24 Nissan 5781)
Louis Alper* 
Morris Arsht* 
Robert Alex Baron 
Solomon Cohen* 
Samuel Gorenstein* 
Joseph Graboyes 
Julius Seidenstat* 
Jack Weinstein 
 

April 7, 2021 (25 Nissan 5781) 
Tillie Berlin* 
Ellin Dwares 
Alexander Epstein 
Herman H. Furtzaig* 
Lawrence L Lobel* 
Chaim Sachs 
 
April 8, 2021 (26 Nissan 5781)
Jacob Baylin* 
Leon "Mike" Bloom 
Ann Director 
Jack Gold 
Steven Matter* 
 
April 9, 2021 (27 Nissan 5781)
Benjamin D. Cohen 
Rosa Freedman* 
Genya Byer Kagan* 
Ronald Levine* 
Sonya Byer Paretzki* 
 
April 10, 2021 (28 Nissan 5781) 
Jack Fink 
Isabella Greengold 
Joseph Miller* 
Rosel Wolf 
 
April 11, 2021 (29 Nissan 5781)
Jennie Balick 
R. B. Downard 
Gloria Weiss-Brown* 
 
April 12, 2021 (30 Nissan 5781)
Terry Frank 
Hyacinthe Hoffman 
Bernard Siegel 
 
April 13, 2021 (1 Iyyar 5781)
Harry Cherrin* 
Beatrice Goldstein 
Harry Hirsch* 
Charlotte Karel 
Faga Albert Orgiefsky* 
Leonard Rubin 
 

April 14, 2021 (2 Iyyar 5781)
Matthew Bucholtz* 
Ida Levy* 
 
April 15, 2021 (3 Iyyar 5781)
Marvin Blumberg 
Nettie Brodsky* 
Oscar Koralek 
Estee Lauder 
Nathan R Levine* 
Stanley Mittin 
Max Podolsky 
Dorothy Zutz* 
 
April 16, 2021 (4 Iyyar 5781)  
Alicia Bea Keil* 
Sarah Kraushar* 
Arthur Podolsky 
Rose Pudifin 
Ida Seidenstat 
 
April 17, 2021 (5 Iyyar 5781)
Lillian Kramer 
 
April 18, 2021 (6 Iyyar 5781)  
Hyman Bucholtz* 
Rheva Cook* 
Minnie Jacobs 
Edward Kishner 
Diana S. Kramer* 
Fannie Lipman 
Paul Popper 
 
April 19, 2021 (7 Iyyar 5781) 
Rose Fischer* 
Stanley Rubin 
Harry Zutz 
 
April 20, 2021 (8 Iyyar 5781)  
Alfred Appel Jr. 
Dr. Ralph Berkman* 
Hilda A. Chesler* 
Solomon Denenberg 
Roslyn Dressler 
David Katz* 
Scott Evan Wirosloff 
 

* has  permanent bronze  wall plaque 
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April 21, 2021 (9 Iyyar 5781)  
Samuel Berkowitz* 
Jack Brodsky* 
Fannie Fogel* 
Anna Gerber 
Milton Lemberger 
Harry Schaffer 
 
April 22, 2021 (10 Iyyar 5781)  
Eileen Berger* 
Frieda Degnan 
Rae Dolinger 
Aneta Katz 
Rose Klassman 
Milka Liebesman 
 
April 23, 2021 (11 Iyyar 5781)  
Sylvia Cherrin 
Margery Ann Fisher 
Edwin J Levy* 
Ruth Sklar 
Morris Stern 
 
April 24, 2021 (12 Iyyar 5781)  
Lena Cohen* 
Mike Helmer* 
Nathan Kurschner 
William Parent 
Charles Raphaelson 
 
April 25, 2021 (13 Iyyar 5781)  
Cissie R. Golden 
 
April 26, 2021 (14 Iyyar 5781)  
Yeshua Aaron 
Faye Blatnick* 
Joseph Falco 
Murray Geller 
Rosalie Kurfirst* 
Elliott A. Lehrfeld 
 
April 27, 2021 (15 Iyyar 5781)  
Samuel April 
Elaine A. Cohen 
Ethel A. Denenberg 
Cheryl Dorsch 
Anna Goldman* 
Louis Litwin 
Leon Pollett 
William Taub 
 

* has  permanent bronze wall plaque 

April 28, 2021 (16 Iyyar 5781)
Fradelle Fuhrman 
Belle Ross 
Elizabeth "Lina" Tennenbaum* 
Lillian Turnauer 
 
April 29, 2021 (17 Iyyar 5781 
Sydney Feldman 
Henry Klein 
Felix Laub* 
Mary Mand 
 
April 30, 2021 (18 Iyyar 5781)
Samuel Garber 
Ida Rogol 
Louis Sigman 
Archie Stoltz* 
Bertha Stuzin 
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Al Berlin Minyan Fund 
In memory of   
Sara Levine  
 (sister of Sandye Turnauer) 
  Bonnie Zahn 
 
Marking yahrzeit of  
Harry Rudman 
  Leonard Dwares 
Stacy Frank 
  Melissa & Mike Stanley 
 

Brian Dombchik Fund 
In memory of  
Harriett Engel 
  Danna & Roger Levy 
Phyllis Holtzman 
  Danna & Roger Levy 
  Sandra Lubaroff and Family 
Sarah Shaffer 
  Ruth Chariton 
 

Building Maintenance 
In memory of  
Libby Plafker 
  Esther Schaffer 
 

Capital Campaign Fund 
In memory of  
Mitchell Greenberg 
  Anita & Edward Sobel 
 
Marking yahrzeit of  
Jacob Mand 
  Shelly & Martin Mand 
Lena Mand 
  Shelly & Martin Mand 
 

Chumashim 
Marking yahrzeit of  
Otto Heitlinger 
  Vivian & Elias Mamberg 
 

Congregation Fund 
Happy 100th birthday to  
Thelma Deitcher 
  Candy Schachat 
 
Happy 50th wedding anniversary to 
Marilyn & Richard Levin 
  Judith & Howard Zucker 
  Ellen & Alan Levin 

Mazel Tov to Joyce & Charlie  
Kaufmann on the engagement of son  
Andrew to Fiona 
  Karen & Arthur Moss 
 
In memory of  
Eugene Marcus 
  Suzanne & Stuart Grant 
Mitchell Greenberg 
  Celina & Ronald Riebman 
  Margo Gottesman-Bycer &  
    Robert Bycer 
Phyllis Holtzman 
  Edward Lovitch 
  Linda Holtzman Kirwan 
  Lisa & Martin Lessner 
  Richard Giles 
  Rosalind Holtzman & Eric Gonzalez 
 
Marking yahrzeit of  
Abraham Feinson 
  Deborah & Robert Feinson 
Alex Yahrzeit 
  Betty & Barry Diznoff 
Beatrice Cohen 
  Shelley & Barry Kanofsky 
Eleanor Diznoff 
  Betty & Barry Diznoff 
George Braunstein 
  Sandra Braunstein & Samuel Powell 
Gerry Berman 
  Debra & Robert Berman 
Herman Klassman 
  Shirley & Barry Klassman 
Joel Feinson 
  Deborah & Robert Feinson 
Joseph Zahn 
  Bonnie Zahn 
Max Simon 
  Sandra Braunstein & Samuel Powell 
Michael Montag 
  Judy & Alexander Montag 
My Mother 
  Marjorie & Michael Victor & Family 
Otto Heitlinger 
  Judy & Alexander Montag 
 

Hebrew School Fund 
Marking yahrzeit 
Ezra Singal 
  Shulamith Shafer 
Isaac Schacter 
  Shulamith Shafer 
 

Lillian April 
  Marlene & Lawrence Ornston 
Maria Gabes 
  Barbara & Richard Longwill 
Mary Weil 
  Michael Stark 
Samuel Wirsoloff 
  Claire Wirosloff 
 

Rabbi Jacob Kraft  
Educational Foundation 
Marking yahrzeit of  
Abraham Alfred Tennenbaum 
  Felicia Tannenbaum 
Clare Tennenbaum 
  Felicia Tannenbaum 
Dora Eisenstat 
  Barbara Yalisove 
Henry Klein 
  Ann & Larry Klein 
Julius Yalisove 
  Barbara Yalisove 
Lillian April 
  Josephine Fisher 
Lillian Klein 
  Ann & Larry Klein 
Morris Stein 
  Frances Stein 
Paul Tennenbaum 
  Felicia Tannenbaum 
Robert David Fink 
  Phyllis & Alan Fink 
Samuel Harad 
  Jackie & Gary Harad 
Sylvia Harad 
  Jackie & Gary Harad 
 

Library Fund 
In memory of  
Mitchell Greenberg 
  Fraida Zusman 
 

Men’s Club 
Marking yahrzeit of  
Fannie Zucker 
  Judith & Howard Zucker 
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Rabbi’s Discretionary 
Fund 
In appreciation of funeral service 
  Hollis & Andrew Sherman 
 
In honor of  
Rabbi's Presidential Benediction 
  Thelma Deitcher 
 
Mazel Tov to  
Rabbi Beals 
  Ellen & Robert Meyer 
 
In memory of  
Les Sandler 
  Rosalie & Stuart Sherman 
Phyllis Holtzman 
  Juliet Goozh & William Holtzman 

All donations listed are based on donations received and 

processed from February 2021 .  If a donation has been made 

during this time and not noted, please call the office to correct 

our records. 

A Special Todah Rabah (Thank You) from the  
Rabbi Jacob Kraft Educational Fouundation 

 

The Rabbi Jacob Kraft Educational Foundation is most appreciative of 
the support of the Congregation for our Zoom programs this year. We 
were overwhelmed by the support for our last program featuring 
Georgia Hunter speaking on her book "We Were the Lucky Ones." 
Based on the requests for the links to her grandfather's music and the 
site on her website devoted to researching ancestry, we have listed 
below. 
 
Here is a link to Georgia’s grandfather’s music, which you are welcome 
to share:  https://soundcloud.com/user-779047481/sets/eddy-courts-compositions 
 
And also to the page on Georgia’s site devoted to researching ancestry: 
https://georgiahunterauthor.com/we-were-the-lucky-ones/genealogy/ 
 
Because there is no charge for the programs, we are appreciative of any donations to the 
Foundation which furthers our mission - especially, the education of our congregants and the  
community.             
 
Warmly, 
Rabbi Jacob Kraft Educational Foundation Trustees 
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Tea and Conversation with Rabbi Michael meets 

on the Third Thursday of the month.  Sit back with 

a comforting cup of tea, coffee or beverage of your 

choice and a snack as we discuss and learn about 

topics that are of interest to you.  If you have 

something you  would like to discuss, please let me, 

Hershey Shloss, know. I can be reached at 

hershey4@verizon.net.  Our next meeting is on 

April 22nd.  See you there! 

Charlotte Kass 

Charlotte Paige Kass, daughter of Jillian Lazar and Jonathan Kass, will become a bat 
mitzvah on Saturday, April 24, 2021.  A seventh grade student at Patton Middle School, 
Charlotte enjoys silks (a specialized dance commonly seen at circuses), modern dance, and 
violin.  Her siblings Amalia and Sawyer and her grandparents Jodi Kass-Tracten and Mark 
Tracten as well as in memory of her grandparents Gerald Kass, Howard Lazar, and Pamela 
Hoffman; share in this simcha. 

For her mitzvah project, Charlotte is raising awareness and funds to support Sandy Hook 
Promise, a non-profit organization which trains students and adults to know the signs of 
gun violence so that no one experiences the tragic, preventable loss of their loved ones. 

To Cindy Goldstein and Jonathan Jaffe on their wedding on March 21. 

To Estelle and Martin Glick, who celebrate their 65th Wedding Anniversary on April 8! 

Madyn Levin 

On Saturday April 17, 2021,Madyn Levin, will be called to the Torah at Congregation Beth Shalom as a Bat Mitzvah. 
 

Madyn is a 7th grade high honors student in the gifted program at PS duPont Middle School, where she has played the 
French horn for 2 years. She enjoys listening to music, reading, cooking, dancing, laughing, and spending time with 
family and friends. 
 

A student at CBS Hebrew School since Halutzim (pre-school), Madyn continues her Jewish education through Shalom 
Corps. For her mitzvah project, Madyn looks forward to working this summer with the Jewish Family Services’ 
Refugee Integration Support Effort (RISE).  
 

Madyn is the daughter of Lori Beth and Ed Levin, younger sister to Ari Levin, and granddaughter of Susan and Ted 
Leventhal of Bensalem, Pennsylvania, and Miriam Levin of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the late Marvin Levin of 
blessed memory. 
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M 
y first Remembrance Day in Israel was during the first few weeks of basic 
training, a particularly miserable time in a soldier’s service, and even more 
difficult due to my lousy Hebrew. For this one day, the physical torture and 
constant hazing halted to allow us to travel to Mount Hertzl in Jerusalem, 

the national cemetery for fallen soldiers. This trip was particularly meaningful for me, as 
among the countless graves of soldiers and figures in Israeli politics, I had a personal 
destination.  
 

As soon as our guide ended his canned presentation about some of the more memorable 
people buried on the mountain, I began my search through the many hedges and rows of 
graves, grouped by time and conflict, starting from before the War of Independence up to 
the modern day. Finally, as I entered the section marked for the Second War in Lebanon, 
I recognized my destination by the many American flags placed around it. I had arrived 
at the grave of Michael Levin, an American lone soldier from the Philadelphia area, who fell while serving as a 
paratrooper in a small village in Southern Lebanon.  
 

For many, his name is one that you hear over the years about lone soldiers … or perhaps in a documentary about the 
Second Lebanese War. For me, he was always a massive personal hero and perhaps one of the biggest factors 
influencing my choice to serve in the IDF. A person I felt close to despite never knowing. I went to the same summer 
camp as he, where every year he was remembered. It was during one of those early years at Camp Ramah in the 
Poconos that I learned for the first time an American can serve in the IDF. I grew up 30 minutes from his house, often 
played his school in sports, and felt something deeply special knowing a Delco rat like myself had sacrificed his life for 
Israel.  
 

As I stood admiring his grave, my drill sergeant approached me, something that seldom happens in tiranut (basic 
training) and immediately evokes fear and the strong urge to walk the other way. He placed his hand on my shoulder 
and began to speak to me in English, a language he deliberately never used with me, and we had a short talk next to that 
grave. His words were one of the most memorable things anyone has ever said to me. He told me the story of Michael’s 
family, among a crowd of 20,000 other Israelis who drove, rode busses, and walked to attend the funeral of a soldier 
they didn’t know, for a family that didn't speak their language. Nonetheless, they felt compelled to honor him as though 
he was one of their own. My sergeant said that while he knew he was hard on me because of my broken Hebrew, I 
should never forget that as a lone soldier, Israel will never forget what I —  and Michael Levin before me — have given 
and are prepared to give for the state of Israel. He finished by pointing out the many military tags that had been placed 
around Michael’s grave as a sign of respect by other visiting soldiers,. I immediately began to remove my own tag and 
place it with the others when he stopped me and said, "You don't get to leave that yet, you still haven't earned it." At the 
time, this made me angry. Who is this man to tell me that my struggle to make Aliyah and be drafted into the IDF isn't 
enough to place my tag in honor of a fallen soldier?  In the almost two years since, I've come to understand what he 
meant … the right of passage that is the military, and what it means to earn your tag.  

 

I've climbed the highest mountains in the Golan, roasted in the hottest 
desert in the Negev, forged through the thorniest brush of the North, and 
followed in the footsteps of countless Israeli soldiers who have made the 
same arduous journey as lochem, warriors, in an elite unit. I put my life 
on the line alongside my brothers, like Michael Levin who, without 
question or thanks, do the same. This year, on Yom HaZikaron, I plan to 
return to Michael’s grave, nestled among the hedges and pale limestone 
of Har Herzl, and you can be damned sure I'm leaving my tag this time. 
As a soldier in the IDF, this is my way of honoring not only Micheal 
Levin, but the thousands of soldiers and holocaust victims who lie 
alongside him and who have given their lives for the Zionist dream. For 
me, this simple act honors those who have come before and risked great 
tragedies by demonstrating my commitment as a guardian of Israel, a 
shomer, so their sacrifice will not be in vain.  
 

Editor’s Note: Jordon Cooper is the son of Marla and Ross Cooper, brother of Ethan, and grandson of Jerry Covin. Jordan is a lone 
soldier serving in an elite special forces “gadsar" unit of the Nachal Brigade tasked with counterterrorism operations. Day-to-day 
they operate in the West Bank. Feel free to lend your support and correspond with Jordan at coo840@gmail.com or text on  
whatsapp 0585027227. 

A Lone Soldier Remembers Yom HaZikaron 
by Jordan Cooper, A Lone Soldier in the IDF 

mailto:coo840@gmail.com
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Virtual Presentation:  Tuesday, April 6, 2021 at 5:30pm via Zoom 
 

B 
oth Cantor Elisa (Class of 2012) and I (Class of 1997) have served your pastoral, 
spiritual, musical and Jewish intellectual needs, collectively, for more than a 
quarter of century, because of the JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (JTS), 
where we were both ordained.  

 
During my years at JTS, I was guided by gifted historian, Rabbi Ismar Schoresch (1986-
2006).  During Cantor Elisa’s years at JTS, the Seminary was led by gifted sociologist, Dr. 
Arnold Eisen (2006-2020). Chancellors put their own unique stamp on the Seminary, subtly 
shaping the direction of the Conservative Movement as a whole, and influencing the tone and 
quality of rabbis and cantors during their watch.  What all these Chancellors have shared in common for the entire 
history of JTS is - THEY HAVE ALL BEEN MEN. 
 
Well, that just changed!!!  JTS recently selected Dr. Shuly Rubin Schwartz to be its Eighth Chancellor. A renowned 
expert on Jewish American History with more than three decades of experience as a professor and institutional leader, 
Dr. Schwartz will be the first woman to lead as Chancellor of JTS in the institution’s 134-year history.  
 
“It is my honor and privilege to assume the leadership of JTS at a moment that requires nimble action and creative 
solutions,” said Chancellor Schwartz. “For over a century, JTS has played an essential role in fueling the intellectual, 
religious, and communal vitality of Jewish life—through the leaders it graduates and the ideas, resources, and values it 
disseminates. My priority will be executing our academic vision in a post–COVID-19 world, and I look forward to 
leading JTS as it continues to evolve in meeting the needs of the next generation of Jewish scholars and leaders.”  
 
Cantor Elisa and I are thrilled to share that, via Zoom, Chancellor Schwartz wants to know us!  On Tuesday, April 6, at 
5:30pm, using virtual technology, she will meet with us and neighboring Conservative synagogues in our region. I have 
been pushing for more interaction between JTS Chancellors and Congregation Beth Shalom for years, including in an 
email exchange just last month with JTS’ new chancellor, who I consider a friend, going back to my student days at 
JTS. Dr. Schwartz is warm, engaging, and just the type of person I would want to lead our Seminary and our Movement.  
 
Chancellor Schwartz’s presentation is titled “Leading JTS in a Uniquely Challenging Time.” I am hoping as we build 
stronger Adult Jewish Education Programs in our shul, we can more fully partake in the virtual programs JTS has to 
offer – with Chancellor Rubin’s presentation spearheading these efforts.  In the safer, post-COVID-19 of the future, I 
hope to lead you to NYC, including a  tour of our newly renovated alma mater – or what I affectionately like to call 
“The Mothership.”  Please check “Rabbi Michael’s Musings” for an updated link to the April 6th program.  For other 
programs featuring Chancellor Schwartz, and other free JTS lectures, go to www.jtsa.edu.   

Dr. Shuly Rubin Schwartz: JTS First Female Chancellor  
Addresses CBS (and Mid-Atlantic Synagogues) 
by Rabbi Michael Beals 

COUNT THE OMER 
March 28 - May 16 

 

Blessings and  Daily Counter 
available online 

 
www.cbswilmde.org/omercounter 
(based on eastern daylight time) 
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In the Library 
by Diane Wolf, Librarian and Archivist 
 
The CBS Library has an extensive Judaica collection for adults, including fiction, biography, and other nonfiction and 
reference materials.  There is a picture book collection organized to make it easy to find books about Jewish holidays and 
other topics. Additionally, we have a section for young readers. 
 

Our library is located in the front of the building (along 18th Street) on the second floor, in same corner as the sanctuary 
below. It is available whenever synagogue staff are present and is set up for self-service.  You can see what’s in our 
collection by searching our online catalog.   
 

To contact a member of the Library Committee, please e-mail the volunteer librarian and archivist, at 
library@cbswilmde.org 
 

To check out books: 
1. Select the books you’d like to check out (limit 5 books) 
2. Find your blue* membership card listed alphabetically in the long bamboo box 
3. Remove the white circulation card(s) from the back of the book(s) 
4. Paper clip your blue card to the circulation cards 
5. Place your blue and white cards in the square bamboo box.  The loan period is 4 weeks 
 

If it’s not possible to use the library in person, email library@cbswilmde.org to arrange for a book to be checked out for 
you for pick-up at the office. 
 

To search the online catalog, go to https://www.cbswilmde.org/cbs-library  Scroll down to the search bar.  To search the 
catalog, type the words to search, then press the button for the appropriate search: 
 
 
 
 
 
For example:   1) Type: Finger, Aaron   2) Press the [Subject] button 
 

This will retrieve cataloging for some of the earliest documents of CBS history.  We hope to have actual images of those 
historic documents in the future. 

mailto:library@cbswilmde.org
mailto:library@cbswilmde.org
https://www.cbswilmde.org/cbs-library
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All CBS community members are invited to join the CBS Everyone’s Book Club. Relax with a 
good book and then join us for a lively and engaging discussion.  Everyone is welcomed to 
participate, whether you enjoyed the book or not, or even if you haven't finished it. The 
books are selected by the group and represent a variety of genres, all with a connection to 
Jewish history or culture.  
 

Upcoming Selections: 
 May 2    Einstein and the Rabbi by Naomi Levy 
 June 6    Jewish Luck: A True Story of Friendship, Deception, and 
          Risky Business by Leslie Levine Adler 


